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• Longfin eel in Te Reo is - Tuna Kuwharuwharu

• Have lived in New Zealand for 80 million years

• They are the biggest freshwater eel in the world

• Is endemic - only found here in New Zealand

• Eels have bones in their ears called otolith - these  

bones have annual rings on them just like trees

• The oldest known longfin eel was a female and was 106 years old

• The white dots around their mouths help them to detect movement

• They have really bad eye sight, but an amazing sense of smell

• They come out at night to feed and spend daytime under rocks, banks and logs

FACTS ABOUT LONGFIN EEL
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Did you know... 
Female longfin eels usually have a big bulgy head but as they prepare to migrate their heads get thinner like a bullet. Their eyes grow 
to twice the normal size to see in the deep dark ocean and they store fat and then stop eating to make way for the sexual organs to 

grow!
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DRAW YOUR OWN LONGFIN 
EEL DIAGRAM

DON’T FORGET TO INCLUDE... 
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The eggs hatch into tiny babies called 
Leptocephalis and drift all the way 
back to New Zealand in currents on 
their own. By the time they arrive 
they look like mini eels but are see-

through and known as glass eels.

Glass eels make their way through our 
estuaries into our rivers where they 
start to get bigger and darker and 

we start calling them elvers. 

Elvers continue migrating up our fresh 
water environments and 

eventually find a place to settle down 
and grow into big adult eels feeding 
on insects, snail, fish and  kóura... 

After growing up in New Zealand’s 
lakes, rivers and wetlands for between 
32 and 60 years (some live here for 
over 100 years!) The female eels 

start to change... their head becomes 
thinner, their eyes double in size 

and all the eels migrate down to our 
estuaries...

The next stage of their journey is a 
long swim all the way to deep trenches 
near Tonga in the Pacific Ocean. They 
meet up with all the other migrating 

longfin eels and spawn (lay and fertilise 
eggs) and then they die. 

 LIFE CYCLE



 

THREATS TO LONGFIN EEL

Dams and culverts (drains like the one in the picture above) 
make it hard for eels to migrate. We can help eels by making 

laddders or installing ropes so they can still climb and move in our 
waterways.

Cutting down trees exposes our streams and makes the water 
too warm. This means there is less oxygen and shelter for the 

eels making it a hard place to survive.

Run off from agricultural land use adds too many nutrients and 
chemicals into our waterways. This makes weeds grow and the 

water polluted! Farm animals also damage our stream banks which 
is where tuna live. We need to keep animals out of our streams and 
plant trees along the sides of our waterways if we want species 

like tuna wharewhare to survive!

Fishing and hunting tuna put them at risk of extinction. We 
need to remember that tuna only grow 1-2 centermeters a 

year and only mate once. If we kill them before they migrate 
and mate there will be no tuna left! Try using nets and 

releasing the tuna back to the water.

Weeds like hornwart are a major threat to eel habitat as it 
removes oxygen from the water and clogs our waterways. When 
landowners try to poison the weeds it can also poison the tuna!



 

WHERE OUR EELS WANT TO 
LIVE

Nice clean water with 
lots of insects, kóura, 
snails and other food

Shade from native trees 
making the water cool 

and full of oxygen

Stable river banks 
to sleep under and 

hide

Natural rocks, stones and 
forest debris to crawl up 

the river over

No pollution from roads, 
houses, industry or farms
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HOW CAN WE HELP TUNA
See if you can circle 7 things we can do to help protect tuna!

Pick up rubbish, ropes and ladders for migration, fence off waterways from stock, plant our riparian areas, remove weeds,  
fish using nets and release tuna back, make sure our drains are not polluting the water



 CONNECT THE DOTS



 .

 TUNA KUWHARUWHARU

When Māori arrived in 
New Zealand they relied 
on Tuna Kuwharuwharu 

for food.

There are many tales and 
legends in Māori history 
that connect tuna to our 

ancestors.

Māori would study the eel, 
watching their life cycle, 
age, habitat and migration 
to understand how many 
eel they should take.

Māori would weave baskets 
from harakeke called 

hīnaki to catch the eel. 

Traditionally, eel would be 
smoked over fires or hung 
up and dried for eating.

Today we do not rely on Tuna Kuwharuwharu for food. 
Because they are endangered we must act as kaitiaki to 

protect them and our cultural heritage.

Many carvings signify the 
Māori people’s relationship 
with Tuna Kuwharuwharu. 



 

FILL IN THE GAPS

The long fin eel is _______ to New Zealand, you can’t find them anywhere else in the world! 
They start their journeys as eggs floating in ________ and along the way they hatch into 
____________. When they reach the shores of New Zealand and enter our estuaries they 

are tiny and see-through and we call them _____ ____. From our estuaries they start 
to move into our __________ streams, rivers, lakes and wetlands. Once they get a little 
bit bigger and darker we call them ______. Elvers will move throughout our freshwater 

environments until they find a place to settle and grow into _____ eels. Longfin eels will only 
mate ____ in their lifetime. They spend their whole lives in New Zealand and when they are 
ready will migrate all the way to deep ocean ________ near Tonga to breed and then die. 

 
trenches, glass eels, leptocephalis, freshwater, elvers, adult, once, endemic, currents 

The te reo Māori name for Longfin Eel is ____ ____________. When Māori settlers arrived in New 
Zealand, eel was an important part of their ____. We can see the importance of tuna preserved in 

_________ ___ ________ in meeting places arouhnd New Zealand. Today we don’t need to rely on eel 
for food, so we can protect them and preserve our ________ ________.  

 
cultural heritage, Tuna Kuwharuwharu, carvings and drawings, diet

USE THE RED WORDS TO FILL IN THE GAPS



 

The longfin eel is a __________ species in New Zealand. _________ from roads, farms and 
industry makes our freshwater environment dirty and poisons our native species. Fishing and hunting 
put our eels at risk of __________. Chopping down native trees exposes our waterways to the 

___, making the water warmer and decreasing the oxygen so our eels and other species can’t survive. 
Dams, drains and ________ make moving difficult for our eels and can prevent migration. Farm 

animals in our waterways damage stream banks and pollute our waterways destroying habitat for the 
eels. _____ clog up our waterways and use up all the oxygen forcing eels to find a new home.  

culverts , threatened, sun, Weeds, extinction, Pollution 

To help protect our Tuna we can _____ trees and shrubs along our stream banks to shade and 
cool the water. We can put up fences to keep ____ _______ out, protecting our stream walls 

and reducing water pollution. Clearing _____ and picking up _______ also helps to make sure our 
waterways are not blocked and polluted.  Installing _____ ___ _______ around our drains, dams 

and culverts allows our eels to move and migrate through our river systems.  

farm animals, rubbish, plant, ropes and ladders, weeds

FILL IN THE GAPS
USE THE RED WORDS TO FILL IN THE GAPS
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THANK YOU FOR HELPING US

Key resource:
Joseph Potangaroa (2010) The Longfin Eel - Tuna Kuwharuwharu
Photograph of Longfin Eel - Auckland Zoo


